Resistive Pulse Sensing (RPS) is a key label-free technology to measure particles and single-cell size distribution. As a growing corpus of evidence supports that cancer cells exhibit distinct mechanical phenotypes from healthy cells, expanding the method from size to mechanical sensing could represent a pertinent and innovative tool for cancer research. In this paper, we infer the cells compressibility by using acoustic to current acoustic cell phenotyping apparatus based on video cameras, the proposed approach is not limited by the optical diffraction, frame rate, data storage or processing speed, and may ultimately constitute a step forward towards point-of-care acoustoelectrical phenotyping and acoustic phenotyping of nanoscale objects such as exosomes and viruses.
Introduction
Resistive pulse sensing (RPS) is a key method for the label-free analysis of cells and nanoparticles. 1 It measures the size of particles by monitoring the electrical resistance of a channel filled with electrolyte such as Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS). When an insulating particle travels through this channel (or pore), the resistance changes by an amount proportional to the particle volume. This method is faster than video analysis and is not limited by optical diffraction. This makes it pertinent to analyze viruses 2,3 colloids, 4,5 macromolecules 6 and especially DNA. 7 For all these advantages, RPS is a mainstream method with well-established standards adapted for medicine and diagnostics based on liquid biopsies. 8, 9 In recent years, the accumulation of evidences showing that cancer cells exhibit distinct mechanical phenotypes from healthy cells 10, 11 has prompted a major research effort to add mechanosensing capabilities to the RPS framework. The most common strategy [12] [13] [14] [15] is to use a pair of constrictions of different widths. The widest constriction is slightly larger than the cell diameter and measures the cell size while the smallest one is slightly narrower than the cell. The time needed for the cell to deform and travel through the second constriction may then be fed into biomechanical models to estimate the cell deformability. 16, 17 Two major requirements of this squeezing method are (i) that the constriction size must be very close to the cell size, which requires specific devices for each different cell size and make it unsuitable for complex mixtures of different cells (such as whole blood and heterogeneous populations 18 ), and (ii) that the objects traveling through the channel must all be highly deformable, which excludes the study of solid microparticles and most nanoparticles (includ-ing viruses and exosomes). Indeed, the shear due to cytoplasm flow in deforming cells is proportional to 1 a 2 , 17 with a the cell radius, and by analogy it is inferred that viral and exosome components could not deform enough to cross a narrow constriction and provide meaningful elasticity data.
While deformation is a quasi-static measurement of cell mechanical properties, acoustic characteristics such as sound speed and compressibility complement this picture with a high-frequency viewpoint. Such measurement is commonly achieved by acoustophoresis, ie. by tracking the migration of objects due to acoustic forces. 19 Compared to deformation measurements, acoustophoresis characterization is applicable to both solid and soft particles and is contactless, which minimizes cross-contamination risks. A major shortcoming of this characterization is that the migration speed depends strongly on the particle diameter, which has to be evaluated externally, for instance using RPS. 19 A promising alternative is the isoacoustic method 20 but it requires an elaborated optical setup and modified media. Both methods also rely on a microscopy setting for video analysis which restricts the measurement throughput, is limited by optical diffraction and precludes point-of-care applications.
In this paper, we combine the well-accepted RPS method for the measurement of particle size to acoustophoresis for the measurement of particle compressibility. We first introduce a theoretical model that relates the particle deviation to the acoustic field intensity and the particle size, density and compressibility. Hence, depending on the acoustic power level, different populations of particles can be sorted. The size of each of these populations is then measured by an in-line RPS chip. Eventually, the signal is numerically analyzed to recover the particle compressibility depending on its density.
After introducing the necessary theoretical background for each component of the experiment (acoustophoresis chip, resistive pulse sensing chip and signal analysis) and detailing the experimental protocol, we coupled an acoustophoresis and an RPS chips for a proof-ofconcept experiment involving polystyrene microspheres and Jurkat cells (a common model for blood cancer already studied with the RPS technology alone). Our experiments not only yield to the compressibility and the size distribution of the polystyrene microspheres and Jurkat cells but also reveal that the polystyrene microspheres formed doublets that could be distinguished from Jurkat cells based on their compressibility.
System principle and theory
The proposed system combines acoustophoresis to measure particle compressibility and resistive pulse sensing to obtain particle size (Fig. 1) . By modulating the acoustic power level, the acoustophoresis chip sorts various populations of particles. The relation between the acoustic power and the deviation of particles is established at the beginning of this section.
It is shown that the particle compressibility can only be computed if the size of the particles is known. To obtain the particle size, the sorted particles are guided towards another chip equipped with an RPS sensor. In principle, knowing the acoustic power and the particle size should yield the acoustic contrast of the particle and thus its compressibility in a straightforward fashion. However, the two chips were designed as stand-alone and are connected by a short yet non-negligible capillary tubing that generates a lag between the sorting and detection events. The signal processing when accounting for this delay is non-trivial and is discussed at the end of this section.
Tilted-angle standing SAW acoustophoresis
At high power, acoustic waves generate a steady stress called acoustic radiation pressure.
The resulting force is used in acoustophoresis experiments to displace particles. 21, 22 Since the migration speed depends on the particles size, density and compressibility, 23 acoustophoresis is routinely used for sorting small objects in microfluidic channels. 20, [24] [25] [26] [27] A widespread technology to generate the acoustic field is using surface acoustic waves (SAW) as shown in Fig. 2(a) . At the center of the picture, cells suspended in their culture medium flow through a PolyDiMethylSiloxane (PDMS) channel. This channel is placed Figure 1 : Experimental setup. The experiment combines an acoustostophoresis chip (topcenter) and a RPS chip (bottom-center). On the bottom-right, two pressurized vials containing a buffer fluid (PBS) and the sample to analyze (cells and/or microspheres) supply the acoustophoresis section of the experiment (top). This section comprises a microfluidic chip (top-right), a pair of interdigitated transducers and a power-modulated ultrasonic power supply (top-left). Depending on the acoustic power, the particles are directed to a default outlet (bottom-right) or to the resistance pulse sensing chip (bottom-center). The flow rates in the system are controlled by three precision flowmeters. The generated SAWs (wavy arrows) travel freely along the solid surface and radiate once they reach the PDMS. The x direction in the drawing corresponds to the crystallographic X direction. The generated bulk waves are then transmitted into the liquid (straight arrows). (b) top view: the particles carried by the fluid are deviated by the acoustic radiation force. The blue and red colors indicate the (oscillating) electric potential while the green to yellow color gradient refers to the (oscillating) acoustic pressure field.
(c) Three scenarios of particle deviation depending acoustic radiation to drag force ratio M (Eq. (8)): when M → 0, the particles follow the flow (ψ = θ C ), whereas when M > sin θ C the particles are locked along the acoustic wavefronts (ψ = 0). At intermediate values, the particles follow a striated path forming an angle ψ with the wavefronts given by Eq. (7) .
between a pair of interdigitated transducers (in blue and red) that generate two counterpropagative surface acoustic waves (oscillating arrows). These waves propagate along the solid surface until they reach the microchannel base. At this stage, the SAW interfere to form a standing surface acoustic wave and the vertical component of the surface wave vibration radiates into the PDMS and then in the channel as a bulk acoustic wave (BAW). A considerable advantage of using SAW is the possibility to use cheap disposable microchannels that can be detached from the ultrasonics transducer in order to minimize cross-contamination risks. [28] [29] [30] Under the action of the acoustic wave, the cells are attracted towards the pressure nodes.
At best, this allows a separation distance of a quarter-wavelength. In order to overcome this limitation, Collins et al. 31 proposed using tilted-angle SAW to deflect the particles as shown in Fig. 2(b) . In this tilted configuration, the trapped particles will travel along the acoustic nodes while the drifting particles will follow the flow more closely (cf. analytical model thereafter). This tilted configuration has later been improved by Ding et al. 32 to sort circulating tumor cells from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) 33 and exosomes from whole blood 34 and is adopted here.
The acoustic force F rad due to a standing SAW reads:
with a the particle radius, k X the SAW wave-vector, k L the BAW wavenumber (in the liquid), 
scattering coefficients of the particle. κ p and κ 0 stand for the particle and fluid compressibility respectively, and ρ p and ρ 0 the particle and fluid density respectively. As pointed out by Simon et al., 35 the SAW acoustic contrast differs from its BAW value by a factor − cos(2θ R ) ≃ −0.67, that is approximately the opposite of the unitary value needed to recover the usual contrast factor Φ = f 1 + 3 2 f 2 obtained when θ R → π 2 . The acoustic radiation force is balanced by the drag force:
Neglecting particle acceleration, and for particles far away from channel walls, the drag force reads:
where v F and v p stand for the flow and particle speed respectively, and η is the dynamic viscosity.
In previous studies of tilted-angle standing SAW acoustophoresis, no solutions to Eq. (5) were available and it had to be integrated numerically. However, the analog optical problem was previously solved by Pelton et al. 36 by a clever change of coordinates. They showed that the particle travels with an angle ψ relatively to the wavefronts (see Fig. 2 (c)):
Interestingly, Pelton et al. also derived a relatively simple analog of Eq. (7) for nanoparticles that accounts for Brownian diffusion.
In the deterministic (non-Bronwnian) case, this deviation angle only depends on the tilt angle θ C and the dimensionless migration speed M given by Eq. (8) . When sin θ C < M , the particles follow the acoustic wavefronts (locked mode) whereas for smaller values of M the particles travel more tangentially to the flow (ie. tan ψ → tan θ C ). Remarkably, tan ψ is independent of the sign of M so that particles with positive and negative acoustic contrast follow the same trajectory. Since these theoretical results were previously unknown to the field of acoustics, we first confirmed them against previously published data in Fig. 3 . The perfect match between analytical and numerical results validates the calculations, while the good agreement with experimental results supports the validity of this opto-acoustic analogy. S1 ). 32 In both cases, the SAW magnitude was assumed proportional to the actuation voltage and this conversion coefficient was the only fitting parameter (one conversion coefficient was regressed for each figure). The angle φ = θ C − ψ was deemed closer to experimental concerns and thus more convenient for comparisons.
According to Eq. (7), the particles trajectory depends only on the parameter M . Since M depends on the particle radius and acoustic contrast, previous studies 19 were unable to obtain the compressibility directly and had to assume a given particle radius or use an average value obtained by an independent measurement instead. Hence, one experiment had to be performed for each particle size, and the heterogeneity in size was difficult to take into account. Here, the particle size is directly measured after sorting using the RPS chip.
Resistive pulse sensing Resistive pulse sensing works by monitoring the electrical resistance of a channel containing a conductive solution (Fig. 4 ). In the absence of particles, a voltage applied between the blue and red electrodes generates a baseline electrical current. When an insulating particle travels through this channel, it blocks some of the electrical current (ie. the channel electrical resistance R CH increases). The method is also able to determine biological cell radii thanks to the cells membrane that blocks the electrical current. For a channel of hydraulic diameter D H and length L, 37 the resistance increase ∆R CH = R liq − R cell reads:
where F is a correction factor close to unity when a < 0.25D H 38 and the hydraulic diameter is given by D H = 4wh π with w the channel width and h its height.
A major problem when working with cells and smaller particles is that miniaturized electrodes become a current bottleneck due to the insulating electrical double layer (depicted as capacitors C DL in Fig. 4) . Hence, measurements of continuous current are flawed due to this parasitic capacitance. This limitation is mitigated by working with an alternative current.
Another advantage of alternating current is to protect the electrodes from electrolysis.
In order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the channel electrical resistance is monitored by comparing two symmetric electrodes (shown in red), which form an electrical half-bridge.
Measurement errors are further minimized by completing a 4-resistors Wheatstone bridge to obtain the differential signal directly:
This signal is subsequently amplified by lock-in amplifier and digitized for numerical processing.
Signal analysis
Depending on the acoustic power level, different populations of particles are deflected towards the RPS chip where the particle size is evaluated. In principle, knowing the dimensionless migration speed M and the particle size should yield the acoustic contrast of the particle and thus its compressibility. In practice, the two chips were designed as stand-alone and are connected by a short yet non-negligible capillary tubing. Due to this additional distance, there is a lag of several minutes between the application of the acoustic power and the detection of particles in the RPS chip. This situation is further complicated by the Taylor dispersion so that particle arrival time itself spreads over tens of seconds. Furthermore, due to experimental constraints detailed thereafter, the acoustic power levels had to be changed randomly over relatively short timescales. In order to process the time-delayed RPS signal and obtain the particles compressibility, we propose two approaches. The first strategy is closely related to a physical model of the particle transport in the capillary model (linear model) while the second one is purely statistical and focuses on the acoustic power levels that preceded the detection of a particle.
Linear method
In the physical approach, we consider the probability g to observe the particle i exiting the tubing at a specific time t i . In physical terms, g is the impulse response of the tubing for particle transport. A fundamental assumption of our model is that particles do not interact with each other, such that the arrival time distribution of the particles only depends on the particle (its size) and whether it was sorted or not (acoustic contrast and acoustic energy density). Another assumption is that the acoustic contrast distribution of each kind K of particle do not overlap. Here, kind is purposefully vague as it may refer to the material (for polystyrene microspheres), or to the cell type, strain, etc.
The experiments were conducted with a finite set of p + 1 acoustic power levels (E k ∈ {E 0 ..E p }). The time was also discretized into n t periods so that the delay τ between sorting and observation belongs to {τ 1 ...τ nt }. Assuming that the energy density was always zero except between t i − τ j and t i − τ j+1 where it reached E k , we define g
jk as the probability of observing a particle of kind K. Thus, the total probability of observing a particle of kind K at time t i knowing all the sequence of power levels reads:
In Eq. (12), δ k ij encodes reconstruction of the history of the acoustic energy density that preceded the detection of the particle i.
Since the power levels were randomly sampled from a uniform distribution, the total probability to observe a particle at time t i knowing all the sequence of power levels reads:
where x K the fraction of particles of kind K. Compared to (11) , this equation indicates that the function g jk should exhibit one peak for each kind of particle even if they share the same acoustic contrast. Introducing the linear index α = j + n t k, the unknown g-function is
obtained by comparing the model predictionsB = DG to the ground truth B for N particle detection events and N controls (randomly sampled signals when no particles were detected).
This comparison is done by minimizing the Euclidian distance B − B 2 with the constraint
which allows determining the impulse response for each type of particle at each power level.
This detailed information can then be used to determine the minimum acoustic power to deflect them, and thus the acoustic contrast and particle compressibility.
Statistical method
When the number of particles is too low, the linear model is badly conditioned and yields inaccurate results. If the sorting threshold is the only valuable measurement to extract from the RPS dataset, the statistical method detailed thereafter tends to fare better. Compared to the previous model, an additional assumption is that there exists a sharp threshold E min below which no particles are deviated and above which all particles are sorted. Assuming that a discrete time-series E(t i − τ j ), j ∈ {1..n t } of random power levels yielded a particle i, we know that at least one of those power levels exceeded E min . Reversely, if no particle was sorted we may assume that either no particle was present in the sorting section or that the threshold power has not exceeded at the critical time when the particle was in the sorting section. The former hypothesis becomes overwhelmingly more likely if the number of particles is small, which allows lifting the ambiguity. The problem then becomes analog to rolling an s-sided dice n t − 1 times and then rolling once a different dice that only has markings above a threshold E min . The average result of the rolls will be higher than if the unbiased dice had been kept for all the rolls. Similarly the mean of the power series preceding particles detection should deviate from the mean of the power applied to the microchannel:
where
x i denotes the mean of quantity x over all the particles, ⟨x⟩ =
is the time-average of the quantity x, µ(E) denotes the expected value of the s-sided dice and µ(E > E min ) the expected value of the biased dice:
In our experiments, the acoustic power levels are regularly spaced (E k = kE 0 ). Combining Eq. (18) to (20) and after some algebraic manipulation, we get the shift between the average acoustic power levels that preceded the detection of a particle and those that do not:
Eq. (21) clearly illustrates the trade-offs of this statistical method: the acoustic power history must be long enough to capture the power level that triggered the sorting and subsequent detection of the particle, but it should not be too long as this tends to dilute the information.
Materials and methods

Materials
An aqueous suspension of 7.32 µm diameter PS microspheres (FS06F/9559) was purchased from Bangs Laboratories. According to the manufacturer, the PS beads density is 1062 kg m 3 .
Jurkat cells were prepared as described by Fernandez et al. 39 The diameter of Jurkat cells is approximately 11.5 ± 1.5µm and their density was assumed similar to lymphoblasts 40 (1075 kg m 3 ).
Cells and PS microspheres suspensions were mixed together to a final number density of 0.5 million microspheres and 0.5 million cells/mL. This number density was chosen so that at most one cell or one particle was in the RPS sensor at any given time.
Acoustophoresis chip and transducers
The SAW transducer was a two-side The default outlet of the acoustophoresis chip was discarded in a pressurised container, while the sorted outlet was connected to the RPS chip via a 4.5 mm long PTFE tubing (0.3 mm inner diameter). The flow rate towards the RPS chip was regulated to 3 µL/min.
Acoustic power modulation
During operation, the SAW transducers were powered with a sinusoidal voltage of amplitude 500 mV pp generated by an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) gated by an Arduino module and then amplified by a 30 dB PARF310004 power amplifier (ETSA) (see Fig. 1 ). According to a calibration procedure using acoustic streaming in micro-droplets 41 described in the supplementary information, the standing SAW displacement at the center of the channel was approximately 0.52 nm RM S . Literature data indicate that the leaky SAW decays by approximately 0.4 dB/wavelength, that is 2 dB over the channel width. [42] [43] [44] In order to adjust the average magnitude of the acoustic radiation force, we used the duty cycle of the Arduino Power Modulation (PWM). Provided that the gating frequency (490 Hz) is much slower than the SAW frequency, equation (1) remains valid. Meanwhile, as long as the modulation period is much shorter than the time particles take to travel across the sorting section, the particles only experience the average acoustic power.
Besides time-dependence constraints, the choice of power levels during the acoustophoresis was further guided by two aspects: (i) the power modulation frequency of the Arduino chip is close to the lock-in amplifier, which adds noise to the measured signal from the sensor chip. In order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), we alternated periods of 5 s on 
Resistive Pulse Sensing
The RPS chip was composed of a series of filters to prevent clogging (smallest cross-section 20 µm) followed by a L RP S = 100 µm-long 20 × 20 µm wide sensing section (see Fig. 4 ). In order to generate a quasi-uniform electric field required by equation (9), we set the distance between the electrodes to 100 µm. The uniformity of the field was verified using Comsol We probed the channel resistance by powering the Wheatstone bridge with a 5 V pp ACexcitation at 50 kHz followed by lock-in demodulation with a gain of 1,000 (SCITEC 441).
Results and discussion
In order to clearly compare the current method with earlier approaches based on video analysis, we first recorded the deflection of particles at the outlet of the sorting section over a range of power levels. Video analysis indicates that sorting occurs if the particle position in the channel exceeds 382 ± 40 µm. Hence, according to This graphic shows a downward trend that indicates a slight decay in the average detected particle volume over time (larger particles sediment faster). Finally, the histogram on the right indicates the total number of particles detected over 4 hours and is representative of the size distribution of the PS microspheres.
Unlike these small PS beads, the arrival rate of larger objects decays much faster as shown in Fig. 9 . We believe this decay is due to the sedimentation of the particles despite a continuous stirring of the liquid reservoir. 47 According to the literature, Jurkat cells diameter (volume) ranges between 10.5 and 12.5 µm (600 up to 1000 µm 3 ). Hence, the objects with a volume below 600 µm 3 are suspected to be PS microspheres doublet. This hypothesis will be verified thereafter using compressibility data. 
Calculation of the deviation thresholds
In the previous section, we have exposed a stream of microspheres and cells to increasing levels acoustic power until a deviation threshold E min was reached, at which point the microspheres and then the cells started to be deflected towards the analysis chip. According to Eq. 7, the deviation only depends on the number M (Eq. (8)), therefore the onset of sorting yields exactly M = sin θ C . However, knowing M is not enough to immediately deduce the particle acoustic properties. Besides acoustic contrast, M also depends on external factors such as the flow velocity, fluid viscosity and acoustic energy density, but also on the particle radius. The latter is directly evaluated with the RPS sensor (assuming a spherical geometry for the particles). Hence, the acoustic contrast is obtained from:
Once the acoustic contrast is known, recovering f 1 and f 2 (knowing the particle density) is straightforward.
In the following, we first use the linear method developed above to recover the deviation threshold for the polystyrene microspheres, then apply the statistical methods to analyze less abundant particles. Eventually, the acoustic contrast of each type of particle is recovered and the particle compressibility is computed.
Linear method
The system DG − B 2 (Eqs. (15) (16) (17) ) is minimized with the nonzero least square solver of
Octave. The reshaped version of G is presented in Fig. 10 .
According to Fig. 10 , the PS microspheres take between 70 s and 120 s to flow along the 4.5 mm tubing between the sorting and the sensing sections. Almost no particles are sorted unless the relative acoustic energy E exceeds 13.7 J/m 3 which is comparable to the results from the video analysis (11.4 J/m 3 ).
Statistical method
When the number of particles is too low, the linear model yields inaccurate results, so the statistical model should be used instead. We recall that this model studies the difference of average acoustic energy density in the moments that precede the detection of a particle (as compared to when no particle was detected). The analytical formula from Eq. 18 is first validated against numerical simulations, then we assess the robustness of the method against In order to validate the statistical method, we simulated the sorting and detection of particles with a hard threshold below which no particles are sorted and above which all the particles are sorted. Since the PS microspheres were detected within 150 s (15 random power levels), we also used n t = 15 in these simulations. The results of 200,000 simulations of sorting events and 200,000 negative controls are depicted in Fig. 11 by the blue and red dots respectively. The linear trend of these dots compares well to the analytical formula from Eq. 18 (solid lines).
Due to the statistical nature of the model, we then wanted to evaluate its reliability:
the 200,000 simulations were grouped into 1,000 sets of 200 particles, yielding 1,000 possible outcomes. The standard deviation between these outcomes is also presented in Fig. 11 in a series of shades. Each shade represents a standard deviation between the 1,000 outcomes.
This process was repeated for each discrete level of acoustic power used in our experiments, which yields the bands shown in Fig. 11 . According to the simulations, differences in sorting Figure 11 : Statistical inference of the particle deviation threshold. We simulated 1,000 independent experiments in which N = 200 particles are observed, and for each particle the power is averaged over n t = 15 discrete time steps. Of these 15 time steps, only 1 is expected to determinate the sorting result of the particle. The solid blue (red) line represent the analytical result given by equation (18), and the dots show the population and timeaveraged power levels for the particles (control) averaged over 1,000 simulations. Each degree of shaded blue (red) areas indicate a standard deviation between simulated experiments. The crosses represent the experimental results from a single experiment involving 200 cells or particles doublet and more than 3,000 PS particles. The width of the cross is the standard deviation obtained from the simulations using similar population sizes.
Calculation of scattering coefficients
Once the particle size and deviation threshold are known, we use Eq. (22) to recover the particles acoustic contrast. f 1 and f 2 are then immediately obtained which allows computing, the particles compressibility. The results are presented in Table 1 and Fig. 12 .
The polystyrene microspheres compressibility (obtained from the statistical method) is very close to the tabulated value 19 of 2.2 × 10 −10 Pa −1 . The microspheres doublets compressibility is estimated to be 2.20 × 10 −10 Pa −1 , which is almost the same as for the PS microspheres. We also note that the f 2 coefficient (that depends on the density ratio) is generally much smaller than the compressibility-related f 1 coefficient. Hence, the exact value Our final results are synthesized in Fig. 12 
Perspectives
This work marks a first step towards the integration of RPS sensing and acoustophoresis on a single chip. Since the proposed method does not require high-speed camera or microscopes, a natural continuation would be to integrate the acoustophoresis and RPS in a single chip for point-of-care diagnostic. From a more fundamental point of view, acoustophoresis and RPS are not restricted by the diffraction limit, hence combining these two technologies may allow probing the mechanical properties of nano-objects such as nanoparticles, exosomes and viruses. Nonetheless, the current system still faces several challenges that need to be addressed before the technology reaches its full potential for point-of-care applications and nanoparticle analysis.
In our opinion, the two major limitations of the current device are (i) that it is not yet truly single-cell and (ii) that the density of the particles has to be calibrated in a different experiment. The single-cell limitation stems from the delay between sorting and detection, which is mostly due to the tubing interconnect between the sorting and RPS chips. This tubing generates a Taylor diffusion such that individual detection events cannot be directly linked to the acoustic energy density. This issue should disappear once the sorting and sensing functions are integrated on a single chip (thereby eliminating the tubing and thus the delay and need for probabilistic models). Since both chips are fabricated using the same process on similar substrates, such integration may be within reach. Regarding the need to know the particle density, we anticipate two approaches. According to Eq. (2), choosing θ R = 45 o makes Φ independent of the particle density. Such Rayleigh angle can be achieved by lowering the SAW velocity, for instance by switching material or using thinner
substrates. An alternative approach would be measuring the speed of sedimentation in a configuration similar to Grenvall et al. 27 In this work, the authors showed that the vertical position of the particles can be sensed by an RPS system with neighboring electrodes, thus a pair of such electrodes can measure the sedimentation speed of the particles and thus their density. Besides density, compressibility and size, higher-end lock-in amplifier may also allow to record the cell electrical impedance at various frequencies with a similar setup.
Conclusion
Resistive pulse sensing has long been limited for the measurement of cells and particles mechanical properties. In this work, we used acoustophoresis to provide the mechanical insight to the RPS. This required several theoretical and technological advances, including studying the deviation of particles in a tilted-angle acoustic field, designing a modular two-chips experiment and accounting for the time delay between particle sorting and detection when analyzing the data. Our results were scrutinized by three different methods, which approximately agreed on the particle compressibility. Furthermore, in contrast to constriction-based methods, mechanical phenotyping can be performed over a much broader range of particle size and elasticity, including cells and solid particles. With further integration, this strategy could yield point-of-care mechanical phenotyping devices and allow analyzing nanoparticles, exsosomes and viruses.
Fabrication of the microchannels, fabrication of the interdigitated transducers, calibration of the SAW power and evaluation of the electric field homogeneity in the sensing channel.
